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Abstract

worm design is captured in [1] which provides the
blueprint for a worm that can infect the entire vulnerable population in “under 1 hour, in possibly about
 minutes”. This worm uses a combination of a precollected hit list of vulnerable machines and a technique to divide the probing load among the infected
machines. Concurrently, there have been several proposals for worm defense. Two mechanisms that have
been suggested include content filtering and address
filtering. However, [2] is a negative result that shows
that neither of these is likely to work at the time scales
of the worm propagation. Another mechanism that
uses a identifying characteristic of worm traffic is
Virus Throttling [3]. However, this requires deployment at all end-hosts in order to be effective, and does
not prevent the end-host itself from getting infected.
Methods that are being explored recently mainly rely
on unusual traffic patterns during a worm attack. For
example, Cossack [11] aims for cooperative detection, while Netbait [7] provides mechanisms for sharing information. It is currently unclear whether such
schemes can control worm propagation. To summarize then, the fastest known worms can spread much
faster that our best known defenses can counter them.
In this work, we attempt to show the influence of
a new Internet technology, peer-to-peer networks, on
this state of affairs. This technology has two aspects
pertinent to this problem:

Recently, two trends have emerged in the field of
peer-to-peer networks: widespread deployment of
peer-to-peer systems for file sharing and development of distributed hash tables that provide efficient
lookups. In this paper, we study how to harness the
power of these technologies to further the state-ofthe-art in both designing and defending against Internet worms. We quantify this advance from three different viewpoints. Firstly, peer-to-peer traffic characteristics differs from traditional Internet traffic in
several aspects, and we quantitatively analyze the effect of these differences on worm propagation and
control. Secondly, we show that a DHT is an ideal
model for coordination among worms, and design a
DHT-enabled worm that is an improvement over existing worm designs in a number of aspects, mainly
stealth in propagation and speed of propagation. Our
DHT-based worm designs can be used to implement
a variety of policies aimed at circumventing existing
schemes for worm propagation control. Our results
also show that a coordinated worm can spread more
than twice as fast as worms such as Slammer, while
halving the number of unsuccessful probes. In this
way, this paper attempts to “raise the bar” in worm
design, and this is essential to the development of
suitable defenses. Finally, we offer some preliminary insights on how a DHT can be used to be defend
against worms.

¯ Widespread deployment of P2P networks:
File sharing networks like Kazaa have gained
popularity, and have substantial user populations [5]. Traffic patterns in such networks differ substantially from those in traditional Internet applications in that a participating end-host
is a client as well as a server. In acting as a

1 Introduction and Motivation
A paper on worm design and defense requires no motivation thanks to several well-publicized attacks and
their global impact. The current state of the art in
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server, it is typically contacted by several machines over the Internet without any solicitation.
Thus, a participant end-host has a far richer and
diverse incoming traffic. This has an impact on
worm propagation because passive generation
of hitlists and passive propagation (infected machine attempts to infected only hosts that contact
it) can be potentially much faster. This effect is
well-noted in literature, in particular in [1], and
we will attempt to quantify this effect. Furthermore, we also quantify how active hitlist generation can be done by crawling a deployed P2P
network such as Gnutella.

worm operates. Section 3 enumerates techniques of
harnessing the host population and the traffic patterns
of deployed P2P networks and evaluates them. In
Section 4, we discuss possible ways in which worms
would desire coordination. We also outline how Kelips, an existing DHT can be modified to achieve this.
In Section 5, we outline specific schemes that make
use of the ability to coordinate, and evaluate these
schemes. In Section 6, we briefly discuss how DHTs
can be used for worm defenses. We discuss related
work in Section 7, possible future work in Section 8,
and conclude in Section 9.

¯ DHT design:

2 Worm Model

Peer-to-peer networks can also provide an efficient implementation of the DHT abstraction,
and this allows for efficient distributed coordination. We will show that worms that use DHTs
for coordination during propagation can potentially be much faster and be harder to detect (this
possibility was first suggested, though not explored, in [6]). The other side of the equation,
worm defense, has not been well explored as
well (preliminary approaches has been proposed
in [7], [11], [12]). We will also offer some insights in this direction.

We will first discuss the simple model of a worm
that we will assume henceforth. In this model, the
worm exploits a bug in some service running at endhosts, then proceeds to probe the address space in
some fashion in order to discover other vulnerable
hosts. In the most naive form of probing, the infected
host probes addresses randomly. Smarter worms [1]
might choose to attempt localized infection (infect
other hosts in its network) or work off hitlists embedded in the code or use sequence generators. The
random probing worm is known to have a sigmoid
growth curve, exponential in the beginning and then
beginning to slow down, when the remaining vulnerable hosts are hard to discover.

At this point, we also address the following question: given that known worm designs can spread very
fast and no good defenses are known against worm
designs, is it necessary to design better worms? For
example, it has been stated in [4] that coordinated
worms are not a prerequisite for fast propagation. We
believe that the answer is yes, because of the following reasons. Firstly, propagation time has been the
only metric that has been used so far. A coordinated
worm would improve over existing designs in reducing the susceptibility to intrusion detection systems,
thus possibly evading detection techniques that may
be devised for uncoordinated worms. Secondly, the
propagation period calculated in [1] makes several
assumptions that are not true in practice, that our designs attempt to accommodate for. Finally, it is necessary to understand attacks in order to build designs
that work against them.
The rest of the report is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we discuss our assumptions of the way the

We also assume that the probes that the worm performs at the infected host is only limited by the outgoing bandwidth at the host. UDP worms such as Slammer are limited by the outgoing bandwidth alone.
Traditionally, TCP based worms use the kernel TCP
implementations which places a limit on the number
of connections that a host can open. Since this is not
a fundamental limitation, our assumption would hold
for a worm in the context of TCP-based worms too.

3 Discovering Vulnerable Hosts
We discuss and quantify in this section how the diverse traffic in P2P networks allow for faster worm
propagation.
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3.1 Hitlist Generation
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Passive hitlist generation before the attack can considerably speed up worm propagation time because
the worm attack takes time to get up to speed. If the
worm exploits a bug in the peer to peer application
itself, then a hitlist can be obtained by deploying a
number of clients that log the IP address of every machine that contacts them. These clients can also crawl
the network actively to discover as many hosts as possible in the network. Active probing has the advantage of being faster and of yielding a more complete
topology information, as compared to passive probing. On the other hand, if the worm exploits a bug
in some other application, the above hitlist still offers
a useful starting point: tools like NMap [8] can be
used to probe the hosts to discover whether they are
susceptible to the worm.
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Figure 1: Number of IP addresses crawled as a function of time. Different lines correspond to different
total number of crawlers.
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3.2 Worm Propagation
Assuming no hitlist is generated beforehand, and the
bug is in the P2P application itself, worm propagation
in a P2P network can potentially be very rapid, due to
the frequent communication among peers. Moreover,
such networks are known to follow the power-law
model [9], and such graph are known to have a tightly
knit core that connects the other nodes. Techniques
used to optimize lookup distances, such as a biased
random walk [9], can also be used by the worm to
optimize its infection strategy. Such a walk biases itself towards this richly connected core, ensuring that
a large part of the network is discovered quickly.
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Figure 2: Number of IP addresses crawled as a function of total number of crawlers used.
at which new IP addresses are seen decreases rapidly.
After a certain point, the number of new IP addresses
seen increases only linearly at a small rate. This can
be attributed to the churn that the Gnutella system
typically sees combined with the aggressive crawling
technique. The other phenomenon evident from the
graph is the diminishing returns in using additional
nodes for crawling. In particular, with 15 crawlers,
we are able to gather   IP addresses, and with
10 more crawlers, we add only   more new IP
addresses. This effect of diminishing returns is further demonstrated in Figure 2 which plots the number of IP addresses seen as a function of number of
crawlers. In the plots, a random subset of crawlers
is chosen for each point corresponding to a certain
number of crawlers. We note that changing the set of
crawlers, in spite of affecting the actual numbers, had

3.3 Evaluation
We deployed Gnutella clients on 25 Planetlab nodes
that performed active crawling of IP addresses, in
order to assess the effectiveness of this scheme.
The implementation was a modification performed to
the Limewire implementation to perform appropriate
packet logging. The crawlers were run for about 
hours and the crawl logs were post-processed.
3.3.1 Hitlist Generation
Figure 1 shows the number of IP addresses crawled
as a function of time. The different lines on the graph
correspond to varying the number of crawlers used to
generate the IP addresses. As time increases, the rate
3

4 Coordinated Worm Attacks
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In this section, we outline several ways in which a
worm might wish to coordinate during its propagation, and then discuss why a DHT is the ideal solution
to provide that coordination.
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In the traditional worm design, an infected machine
begins to probe independently of other infected machines. Schemes in [1] attempt to provide some coordination by sharing information when a new machine
is infected. However, coordination during propagation allows for more powerful designs. The following
factors which deter a traditional worm can be solved
using coordination:

14

Figure 3: Cumulative number of nodes as a function
of depth from a super-peer in Gnutella.
little effect on the overall trends.
We also study the limitations of hitlist generation
in a peer-to-network by studying how fast such a list
goes stale given the typical host availabilities. On
some initial studies, we found that about  of the
list is stale after a period of about week.

¯ Avoiding detection: As worm defense technology improves, it might become necessary for
worms to follow certain policies during propagation to avoid detection. Following is an simple example of such a policy: if a machine inside
an access network is infected, then no other machines should probe the network so as to minimize worm traffic seen by vigilant firewalls that
interpose themselves in the path from external
hosts. Another example of such a policy could
be that a infected machine avoids probing the
same access network more than  times in order
to counter a firewall that uses a threshold of  attempts from the same source to detect an attack.

3.3.2 Worm Propagation
Using the edges that were seen during the crawl of the
Gnutella network, we regenerated the Gnutella graph
structure. Since many edges were not reported because the clients did not send responses, the graph we
obtained is a proper subgraph of the actual Gnutella
network. In fact, in some cases, we could successfully construct the edges for only about half the nodes
that the Gnutella crawler encountered.
Using this graph structures generated, we studied how an infection would spread along a Gnutella
graph. Figure 3 plots the cumulative number of nodes
at a particular depth starting from the root node.
Here, the root node is the first node that is infected
by the worm. The different lines in the graph correspond to multiple starting points for the worm, ie. a
set of machines are infected and then start propagating it in the Gnutella network.
As Figure 3 indicates, most of the nodes that are
visible from any vantage point are only a few hops
away. In fact, for crawler 1 (in figure), about 
of the
 hosts whose edges we were able to reconstruct were found within hops away. In fact, by
having multiple infected hosts, similar phenomenon
persists indicating benefit in such a technique.

¯ Uneven IP address space allocation: The occupation of the 32-bit IP address space is far from
even as has been pointed out in [13]. This implies that random probing is not the ideal infection strategy. One would like to direct probes towards likely targets, by allowing nodes to share
information about heavily occupied IP prefixes
etc.
¯ Locality-based infection: It is clearly desirable
for machines to attempt to infect a close-by host
rather than a distant host. Given that round
trip times can vary widely in the Internet (for
one such study, see [14]), it is conceivable that
choosing close-by targets for infection can speed
up infection for TCP-based worms. Also, since
delay is correlated to number of ASes in the
4

¯ Ability to answer such questions such as “Is
any node from IP address prefix x.y.w.z/16 infected?” efficiently.

path, this ensures the probes cross lesser number of ASes.

¯ Probing rate control: It has been pointed out in
[15] that the CodeRed worm could have spread
faster if it had avoided congesting links due to
its own probe traffic. Coordination can be used
to achieve such rate control.

¯ Ability to answer nearest neighbor nearest
queries. Accuracy is a secondary requirement.
It is clear that DHTs can provide the above services a worm would require to coordinate, though it
is questionable whether DHTs can handle the high
churn rates of such an environment. We chose a
churn-resistant DHT, Kelips [17] to explore this question. Also, note that accuracy of lookups is not of
paramount importance – if consistency is delayed by
a few seconds, it would not affect the coordination
phase.
Before delving into using Kelips to achieve coordination, we first discuss how a DHT can be made
to work in our environment with rapid joins. Firstly,
our overlay mechanism is organized as a two-level
hierarchy, utilizing the well-known heterogeneity of
peer-to-peer hosts ([18]). Each worm joins the superpeer level only if it has sufficient bandwidth to do.
Otherwise, it joins a super-peer which shields it from
DHT control traffic. We expect that each worm will
find a super-peer nearby which maintains worm state
on its behalf.

¯ Avoid needless probing: Infected hosts can share
information in order to avoid attempt to re-infect
the same end-host.
At a high-level, coordination can achieve two
goals. The obvious one is that worm propagation
can be speeded up. A more subtle and important
point is that all of these factors aid evasion of detection mechanisms. For example, if a worm avoids
probing an unoccupied IP prefix, it can avoid detection by schemes such as backscatter analysis [16]. A
worm that chooses close-by targets is likely to encounter fewer core routers in its path to the target,
thus improving evasion against defense mechanisms
deployed by ISPs (say, content filtering). There are
other situations where such coordination is useful.
It is especially useful in getting the worm off the
ground, i.e. if the initial startup phase has been identified as the slow phase, we can speed it up using
coordination. It is also useful for worms targeting a
small population of machines running a rare installation (which for some reason is interesting to the
attacker). In such a case, the start-up phase will be
more of a limiting factor, and our schemes will considerably speed it up.

4.3 Kelips-Based Coordination
In this work, we use Kelips, a hybrid DHT for maintaining information across all infected hosts.
4.3.1 Introduction

4.2 Coordination Using a DHT

We first give a brief introduction to Kelips. Kelips is
a hybrid of an unstructured network and an DHT designed to handle high churn. Kelips nodes are organized into a set of  affinity groups (based on a hash
function). Keys are hashed using the same hash function to determine which affinity group they should be
stored in. Note however that a key can be stored at
any node in its affinity group. Each node maintains
the following state:

The coordination of infected machines is a challenging problem because the set of infected machines increases rapidly during the initial stages of the propagation. Based on the desirable goals of the previous
section, the scheme we use for coordination should
provide the following services:

¯ Fast routing table maintenance to deal with the
rapid joining of new nodes. Information should
not be lost pathologically in the face of nodes
leaving.

¯ Affinity Group Pointers: Pointers to every node
in its group.

¯ Load balancing properties to help divide probing
load equally across all infected machines.

¯ Foreign Contacts: A set of  pointers to nodes in
every other group.
5

¯ Home Pointers: For all keys that map into its
group, a pointer to the node in its group that is
responsible for maintaining the value.

synchronize. We chose an application-specific form
of conflict resolution: the data stored in the two home
nodes is combined, and one of them (the one with
the higher address) is chosen as the homenode. The
important point here is that the data inserted during
every put operation is incorporated into the eventual
homenode, even during churn. This is possible since
the information that we store in Kelips is an aggregate
of all updates.
Thirdly, we modified the matching algorithm for
key matching to be a longest-prefix match. This
means that given a lookup or a insert for a IP address prefix, a Kelips node performs a longest prefix
match in its homepointers table to find the homenode. This allows some flexibility in relocating certain
keys, which we will use in our locality-aware infection schemes.

¯ Data: (Key,Value) pairs for data stored on itself.
This state is synchronized using periodic gossip
with nodes in its group and other groups. During
each gossip round, only a constant amount of data is
exchanged, which means that complete consistency
within a group is achieved in 
 rounds. The
insertion of a (key,value) pair is accomplished by first
routing to the group, then choosing a random node
within the group as the home for that item. Lookups
are done in a similar fashion. In our application, data
for a particular prefix is inserted using the prefix as
the key.
4.3.2 Modifications to Kelips

4.3.3 Introduction Service

We modified Kelips in a few respects in order to
adapt it for our purpose, which we outline in this section. Firstly, the parameter  in Kelips is chosen to
Ô
be  , so as to optimize state maintenance. In
our case however, because of our admission control
procedure, the Kelips node are well-provisioned, thus
we chose  to improve consistency at high churn. A
high value of  means there are lesser nodes in each
affinity group, which implies that data consistency is
reached sooner. However, this also means that the
fault-tolerance within a group is poorer. In our case,
the population of Kelips nodes is around a few thousand (in Peer-to-peer networks like Gnutella, about
 super-nodes handle the queries of a hundred
thousand nodes, thus this value is in the right ballpark). We chose    to ensure quick consistency
(we found in our simulations that with these parameters, consistency was reached in less than a minute).
Also, we chose to exchange all inconsistent state during gossip, which is reasonable given the small group
size.
Secondly, during high churn, it is possible that two
simultaneous inserts can lead to more than one node
being appointed as the homenode for the same key.
This could happen, for example, when these lookups
arrive at two different nodes in the same group, which
chose different homenodes and start propagating inconsistent homepointers. This inconsistency is discovered when two nodes in the same group attempt to

We assume that the attacker acquires control over
a small number of well-connected zombies. These
zombies provide the introduction service into the network. An infected machine first contacts these zombies in order to obtain a list of other infected machines that it can add as neighbors.

5 Schemes
In this section, we discuss how each of the goals we
outline in the previous section can be attained using a
DHT.

5.1 Policies to Evade Detection
In this section, we discuss how DHTs can be used
to implement specific policies that can help worms
evade existing schemes. Note that we do not attempt
to hide the worm propagation itself, we only seek it
to make it more difficult for existing schemes to stop
worm propagation.
Honeypots ([10]) are monitored machines that are
deliberately exposed to external attack. As has been
pointed out in [2], address filtering can be used to
throttle worm propagation. Honeypots provide a way
of harvesting IP addresses of infected machines, so
that any probes from those addresses are dropped.
This can be solved by using address spoofing, which
6

however does not work for worms that propagate using TCP. One policy that worms might use to circumvent such schemes is to not let more than  machines
probe a given prefix. This ensures that the honeypot sees only a small subset of the infected machines.
Such a scheme can be implemented as follows: the
value stored for each prefix is the number of currently
infected hosts probing that prefix. Before probing an
IP prefix, each host issues a lookup into the DHT for
that prefix. The homenode for that prefix grants access until the number of probers exceeds a threshold
value. This scheme can be made resilient to failure
by setting conservative thresholds. This method can
also be used to circumvent Cossack, FloodWatch, and
other propagation control schemes outlined in [12].

probed thus far. The global average is performed by
simply piggybacking average occupancy information
along with Kelips’ gossip protocol. Upon receiving,
for all the  prefixes, the infected host generates
random IP addresses chosen from the  prefixes in
proportion to the values. Thus, a prefix that is estimated to have more vulnerable hosts is probed more.
The host probes the set of  prefixes for a small period  . After this phase, it updates the information
back into the DHT, and then chooses a new set of 
prefixes and continues the same operation.
We made this basic technique robust to statistical
variations during the probing process. During the initial phase of the worm propagation, few vulnerable
hosts will be discovered in sparsely populated prefixes, and such prefixes will have a lower chance of
being probed further. Also, the estimate of the fraction of vulnerable hosts using the formula   
can be very inaccurate, especially for sparse prefixes.
To avoid this problem, we added confidence estimates for the vulnerability fraction, and used the high
end estimate as the metric. This high end estimate is
biased towards the sparsely populated prefixes. The
estimate is calculated using a  confidence estimate interval.

5.2 Uneven IP Address Space Allocation
Broadly, the scheme attempts to maintain a probability distribution over IP address prefixes to reflect
the fraction of the vulnerable hosts that are present in
each prefix. Let an infected host scan a set of  IP
addresses in a prefix, of which  ¼ are vulnerable and
¼¼

are then newly infected ( ¼¼ ¼  were already
infected). It sends back  ¼ ¼¼  back to the home
node of the prefix which aggregates the information.
For each prefix, the home node maintains the fraction
of vulnerable hosts and the extent of the prefix that is
scanned.
Thus, the home node for a prefix has knowledge
of total probes made to a prefix (   ), total
number of vulnerable hosts that were probed including multiple probes (   ¼ ), and the total number
of unique infected hosts (   ¼¼ ). The expected
number of vulnerable hosts is then    , and the
expected probability that a new probe will hit a vul
, where is the size
nerable host, 
of the prefix.
When a host is infected, it chooses a new prefix
to probe based on the following algorithm. It generates  IP addresses randomly ( is a simulation
parameter, set to  in our simulations) and probes
the DHT about the occupancy information of the prefixes. In return, it receives the ” ” value for each of
the prefixes. If the prefix is probed for the first time
(i.e., the Kelips home node does not have any information about the prefix), for that prefix is initialized to the global average value of over all prefixes

5.2.1 Extensions
This scheme can also be extended to a multi-vector
worm that can maintain different address spaces for
its different payloads, since each prefix has a different
vulnerability index for its payloads.
As such, this scheme serves another purpose as
well: it directs the search to vulnerable networks, not
simply dense networks. In most cases, the worm targets a bug in a set of specific versions of an application. In practice, if a host is running a specific version, it is not unlikely that other hosts within its network (and hence with the same prefix) are running the
same version. Thus, this scheme exploits the locality
factor as well.

5.3 Locality-Aware Infection
The goal in this scheme is to ensure that each infected
host probes nearby prefixes. This is advantageous
because this ensures that each probe traverses fewer
ASes (in general, delay is correlated to the number
7

of ASes traversed). This in turn, decreases the probability of detection or dropping, when ASes deploy
defenses within their network.
To implement such a scheme, we modified Kelips
to make it locality-aware for our purposes. When
choosing a home pointer for a particular prefix, the
Kelips node chooses  random nodes within its affinity group, and chooses the node closest to the prefix
as the homenode for that prefix. Each infected host,
that is not in the Kelips DHT (due to admission control), also tries to adaptively find a closer parent. This
is accomplished by having each host query its parent
periodically for a better parent within the same group.
The reason we restrict this search to nodes within the
same group is that the foreign contacts of a node are
chosen so as to minimize latency. This means that
using the foreign contacts leads to a biased choice.
Under these above modifications, we have the following properties: the homenode for a prefix is close
to that prefix and each infected host is close to its parent. Now, we make the following assumption: if node
A is close to node B, and node B to C, we assume A
is also close to C. This is not universally true in the
Internet, but is a reasonable approximation. Along
with this assumption, it is easy to see how an infected host can choose a prefix close to it. It uses the
prefixes stored at its parent and those at the foreign
contacts of its parent (which are close to its parents).
The host now samples from these prefixes and begins
probing that prefix. This scheme can also be combined with the uneven IP address scheme, by letting
the host sample from these prefixes according to the
metric for each of those prefixes.

grated to other suitable home nodes using the earlier
probing technique. Other nodes in the group will now
use longest prefix matching on their homepointer tables in order to find the homenode for a given prefix.

5.4 Simulations
We used a discrete-event simulator to simulate the
above schemes and evaluate their effectiveness. Simulating the wide-area Internet is a hard problem due
to insufficient data about delay, bandwidth etc, and
to do so while also simulating thousands of end-hosts
is computationally expensive (for example, see [20]
for a discussion of these issues). We did not simulate
any background traffic for scalability; we only simulated vulnerable hosts. We also assume that route
changes do not occur during worm propagation since
modeling such changes is a hard problem in its own
right. We chose a worm payload size of  bytes
in our simulations. We simulated   vulnerable
hosts living in    prefixes (non-vulnerable or
non-existent hosts are indistinguishable for us). This
prefix length was chosen so that the size of the prefix was large enough to allow information sharing
among multiple users. Hosts in a given prefix are
assumed to be connected to the the AS-level graph
through an access router with an access link bandwidth of  Mbps. The access bandwidth of the hosts
were set as follows:  of the hosts had bandwidth
 Kbps,
assigned uniformly from the range 
 from 
 Kbps, and the rest from

  Kbps. Last-hop delays were ignored. The admission control bandwidth for Kelips
was set at  Mbps. Each node gossiped every second with a randomly chosen node from its group and
with a randomly chosen node from  other groups.
Each node chooses an IP prefix every  seconds using lookups into the DHT, and then reports statistics for that prefix at the end of that time period.
Also note that since our simulated system is an order of magnitude smaller than the Internet, our results
should only be interpreted as comparisons between
our schemes and a strawman scheme (random probing) in an Internet-like distribution, and not as any
indication towards actual performance in the Internet.
In our discrete simulator, at the start of each time
slot, each infected host is allocated a fixed number of
probes, that is calculated based on its access band-

5.3.1 Extensions
In our simulations, we have assumed that all prefixes
have the same length. This assumption is not true in
practice, since the Internet has a wide range of address prefixes. Thus, all IP addresses belonging to
the same prefix need not have similar latencies with
respect to a given host. This issue can be addressed
by incorporating longest prefix matching.
If a homenode for a given prefix finds that there
are distinct clusters within that prefix of widely different latencies (for example, using the GeoCluster
technique in [19]), then it can choose to split that prefix into sub-prefixes. Each sub-prefix can then be mi8
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Figure 4: Impact of uneven IP address space allocation: (a) Rate of infection, (b) Fraction of probes that failed

  nodes which perform a lookup or insert every  seconds, and observing that each lookup involves contacting a maximum of  nodes (the parent,
his foreign contact, the homenode), this overhead is
about  operations per second per node, which is
quite reasonable.

width and the current number of infected hosts in its
network (we model congestion due to worm probing
only in the access link). The host now proceeds to
send these probes to chosen IP address (either random or based on our schemes). Since we only simulate bandwidth-limited worms, TCP timeouts etc are
not an issue.

5.4.2 Evaluating Coordinated Worms
5.4.1 Kelips Consistency and Overhead

In these simulations, each node looked up  prefixes in the DHT before choosing one to infect. The
  prefixes were populated in a exponential fashion (with the highest one being populated by 
vulnerable hosts). We compare the DHT-based coordinated worm with two baseline cases – (a) random
worm (b) coordinated centralized worm, which represents the case where coordination is achieved through
a central entity. The first baseline (random) provides
insight into how much better our design performs,
and the second (centralized coordinated) tells us how
much worse we perform by using a DHT for sharing
information. For locality-based simulations, it was
necessary to simulate a Internet-like delay distribution between ASes. For this purpose, we obtained
the AS-level graph was obtained from [21] and shortest paths and distances were computed in compliance
with the inferred policies. Then, the distance matrix was sampled to obtain the required distribution.
All prefixes were equally populated in this simulation. When choosing a prefix for infection, each node
picks up  prefixes from its parents and its parent’s
foreign contacts. When choosing the homenode for a
prefix, the best of  random choices is chosen as the
home.

In this section, we attempt to evaluate how well our
Kelips-based scheme scales to the Internet. In our
simulations, we used  Kelips groups (  ) and
found that Kelips reached consistency in the order
of seconds, for  nodes in the DHT. This is reasonable because the number of nodes in an affinity
group is on the average . With a gossip period
 time.
of sec, consistency is reached in 
The overhead for gossiping is also manageable for the
high bandwidth nodes. This overhead consists of two
main parts: synchronization with nodes in the same
group and with nodes in  other groups. The first
term counts the overhead of exchanging lists of nodes
in the same group (for  nodes, this is about 
bytes) and homepointer information (about  
thousand prefixes corresponds to about   prefixes per group, which is about  bytes of data).
Thus, since gossip occurs once per sec, this requires
a bandwidth of  Mbps. The second term is minimal overhead since it involves contacting  foreign
contacts and sampling from their groups. Thus, the
maintenance overhead is about  Mbps.
The lookup and insert overhead is also simple
to calculate. Assuming an infected population of
9
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Figure 5: Impact of uneven IP address space allocation: (a) Number of AS hops traversed on an average (extent of
network utilization), (b) Fraction of addresses probed that were already infected
Figure 4(a) plots the rate of infection of the worm
in terms of the number of infected hosts as a function
of time. The graph clearly shows that the coordinated
worm is able to infect the entire population in about
half the time as the random worm. What is more interesting is the fact that the coordinated worm performs much better in the initial startup phase where
it performs more than thrice as well as the random
worm. Furthermore, using a DHT to coordinate information performs only marginally worse than the
case in which coordination information is maintained
at a central point. This is because, as discussed in
Section 5.4.1, Kelips achieves consistency in order of
seconds and the staleness of the information used for
sampling is not very high.
Figure 4(b) shows the fraction of probes that succeeded in hitting a vulnerable host. Due to the very
low fraction of vulnerable hosts that we used in our
simulations (     ), the number of successful probes is very small. We improve the fraction
of successful probes by a factor of upto . Note that
the fluctuations during the initial phase of worm propagation are due to inaccuracy of estimates caused by
the small number of samples obtained.
Figure 5(a) suggests that the number of AS hops
traversed by the coordinated worm is about 
lower than the random worm. This represents a
marginal improvement in the utilization of network
resources. We believe that incorporating locality
aware probing mechanisms would improve this significantly.
Figure 5(b) plots the fraction of probes that hit
hosts that are already infected. Here, the coordinated

worm hits an already infected hosts far more than the
random worm. There are two reasons for the trends
seen: (i) random worm infects far fewer hosts in the
same time, and hence has lot more hosts left to infect, (ii) coordinated worm probes “better” areas and
hits infected hosts rather than non-existent addresses.
In the future, we plan to explore how to share information about what hosts are probed using techniques
such as Bloom filters.

6 Using DHTs for Worm Defense
We now discuss some preliminary ideas for using
DHTs for worm defense. We believe that the ideal
point in the network to fortify against worm attacks
are firewalls, the traditional point where most network intrusion detection systems are placed. Deployment at firewalls is easier to achieve than deployment
at millions of end-hosts, and also provide a way to
implement organization-wide policies. In our model,
there are a number of cooperating firewalls that exchange information in order to detect ongoing worm
attacks and alert one another other about such attacks.
We believe DHTs can aid in worm defense in at least
the three following ways.
Two recently proposed schemes for DDoS attack
detection, Cossack and [12], rely on each participating firewall to inform all other firewalls of any events
by multicast etc. Such state maintenance might be too
expensive for every router to maintain. DHTs offer an
efficient way to maintain such state in a balanced and
robust fashion. Robustness is easily provided on top
10

of the DHT abstraction using replication. There are
some additional security advantages as well: because
structured DHTs impose constraints on the keyspace
that a node is responsible for, it is not easy for a node
to corrupt selective data.
Secondly, a more subtle point worth noting is that,
in the likely case of partial deployment, DHTs offer an additional advantage. The state maintained by
firewalls typically includes models of outgoing or incoming traffic at itself. In the partial deployment scenario, each firewall has to maintain state on behalf
of non-participating firewalls in some indirect fashion. This state could be a model of outgoing traffic
from that firewall for example. As another example, the state could be a model of incoming traffic,
though maintaining such state would require some
form of feedback by the core as well. Multiple vantage points offer more information and exchange of
observed information will improve observation accuracy. DHTs provide a way of aggregating information about non-participating firewalls in a simple
fashion: information about each non-participant firewalls is maintained by one of the participants. Information about such firewalls can be observed at any
vantage point, and can be made available to others by
maintaining it using a DHT.
The third observation here is that we would like
this exchange of information to proceed during a
worm attack, indeed, it is during the attack that
such exchange of information (such as signatures of
worms etc) might be crucial. During worm attacks,
it has been noted in several studies (for example, see
[22]) that Internet routing can suffer due to link congestion. These firewalls can use a DHT as an efficient
routing mechanism that works in the face of Internet failure. Even if a firewall is unreachable directly,
multi-hop routes by relaying through other firewalls
might be available, and the ability of a DHT to provide redundant routes has been pointed out in [23].
Thus, DHTs can be used for connectivity when the
Internet routing itself fails.

ple in their probing mechanism – once a host is infected, it scans random IP addresses for vulnerability
and tries to infect it. Multi-vector worms (such as
Nimda) look for multiple vulnerabilities on an endhost for break-in. [1] presents many techniques that
can be used in worm design, and shows that it might
be possible to infect the entire vulnerable population
in “under 1 hour, in possibly about  minutes”. The
techniques suggested include a pre-collected hitlist of
vulnerable machines and a technique to divide the
probing load among the infected machines. However, none of the techniques suggested in literature
attempt to achieve coordination among worms during the propagation phase. They do not explicitly try
to circumvent the policies of intrusion detection systems. In this paper, the ability to share information
efficiently using DHTs makes it possible to achieve
these goals.
The best defenses that are known today have been
explored in [2], COSSACK [11], Netbait [7], [12].
We have shown that carefully designed worms can
circumvent such detection techniques. Again in designing worm defenses, the idea of sharing information efficiently using a DHT has not been explored in
literature.
DHTs have been originally proposed as an alternative to Gnutella, Napster for efficiently sharing files
across the wide-area. But since then, they have been
used for a variety of purposes 1 . The original designs (such as Chord, CAN, Pastry, Tapestry) have
been improved upon to provide better resilience in
the presence of churn (such as Kelips, Bamboo). We
exploit this ability to efficiently share information in
the presence of churn. Such an overlay system not
only allows for efficient data sharing, but also provides redundant routes (as suggested in [23].

8 Future work
Evaluation of our schemes under a more comprehensive model of the wide-area Internet is necessary in
order to understand how they would work in realistic scenarios. This is a hard problem since several
aspects of the wide-area Internet have not been characterized so far.

7 Related Work
In the last few years, there has a rapid rise in the number of worms in the Internet (such as Nimda, Code
Red, Slammer). Most of these worms are very sim-

1 As an aside, it is interesting to note that the original goal still
remains elusive!
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